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QUESTION ONE 25 Marks

Rosenbloom (2014) argues that for technical products sold in the industrial market,

manufacturers should select distributors who carry a small rather than large array of

products. The aforementioned author further argues that with a smaller, rather than a

larger, array of products carried more attention will be paid to a manufacturer’s products.

This author believes that the financial capacity of the potential channel membershould not

be overemphasized because sometimes less financed firms are “hungrier” and more

aggressive.

As a channel design manager,critically discuss the factors or criteria that a firm should take

into consideration whenselecting a channel member.

QUESTION TWO 25 Marks

Retailers consist of business firms engaged primarily in selling merchandise for personal or

household consumption and rendering services incidental to the sale of goods. Hence the

role of the retailer in the distribution channel, regardless of his/her size or type, is to

interpret the demands of his customers and to find and stock the goods these customers

want, when they want them and in the way, they want them. In order for retailers to

accomplish this, they perform a numberoftasks.

With this background discuss any FIVE (5) distribution tasks that are performed byretailers

in the distribution channel.



QUESTION THREE 25 Marks

In the distribution system channelconflict comes in many forms. Some are mild, merely the

necessaryfriction of a competitive business environment. Someareactually positive for the

manufacturer, forcing out-of-date or uneconomic players to adapt or decline. Other

conflicts, however, can undermine the manufacturer's business model. This leads to such a

deterioration of channel economics that the threatened channeleither retaliates against the

manufacturer or simply stops selling its product. The result is disintermediation, in which

the manufacturer suffers hence a channel manager should possessfull knowledge of the

causes of conflicts within the channel to avoid the negative impact that these conflicts can

have on the business.

With this backgroundcritically discuss any FIVE (5) causes of conflicts among distribution

channel members.

QUESTION FOUR 25 Marks

French and Ravine (2010) define a power baseas the sourceor root of the power that one

party exercises over another. The aforementioned authors delineate five such powerbases.

Explain, giving practical examples for each, the FIVE (5) bases of power in a marketing

channels’ context.
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